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Question1
(COMPULSARY)

(a) State any THREE factors which affects the sensitivity of a glass electrode of a
pH-meter

(3 marks)

(b) i) With reference to deionisers, explain the cause of;

i. Blocked resin bed

ii. Exhausted resin bed

ii) State a remedy for each of the following causes in b(i) startinng how each
can be prevented

(10 marks)

(c) Describe the construction features of a water bath as used in the clinical labo-
ratories

(7 marks)

(d) Describe with the aid of a block diagram the principle of operation of a flame
photometer.

(10 marks)

Question2

(a) i) Describe any one type of filter cartridge used in bacterial removal during
water preparation

ii) With the aid of a diagram, describe how the speed of a centrifuge may be
controlled.

(12 marks)

(b) Differentiate between swing out head and angle heads of a centrifuge

(8 marks)

Question3

(a) i) Differentiate between the following electrodes as used in pH meters

i. References

ii. Glass

ii) Draw a labelled block diagram of a calorimeter and explain the fuction of
each block

(8 marks)

(b) i) Outline any FOUR common causes of malfunction of spectrophotometers

ii) With the aid of a diagram, explain the principle of diffraction granting in
spectrophotometers
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(12 marks)

Question4

(a) State any TWO possible causes of a photometer with a drift in water-blank
reading.

(2 marks)

current (dc) method, is based on the measurement of
changes in electrical resistance as cells pass through a
small orifice that separates two electrodes. In this type
of device (Fig. 3), cells are suspended in an electrically
conductive diluent, such as saline. Low frequency electrical
current is applied between two electrodes; one of them
being placed in the cell medium and the second within
the aperture tube. The aperture tube has a small orifice or
sensing aperture that is typically of size 50–200mm in
diameter. During the measurement, cells are drawn
through the aperture using a pressure gradient that is
either generated by a mercury manometer or oil displace-
ment pump. Cells are assumed to be non-conducting. Elec-
trical resistance between the two electrodes or impedance
in the current occurs as the cells pass through the sensing
aperture, causing voltage pulses that are measurable. The
number of pulses is proportional to the number of cells
counted. The size of the voltage pulse is directly propor-
tional to the size (volume) of the cell. This principle allows
discrimination between cells of different sizes. Counting of
specific-sized cells is also possible using threshold circuits
that cut-off voltage pulses above and below predetermined
values. The quantity of suspension drawn through the
aperture is precisely controlled to allow the system to count
and size particles precisely. Finally, several thousand par-
ticles are individually counted within seconds in this
device. Measurements are independent of particle shape,
color, and density.

Analogous to the above method is the radiofrequency
(RF) resistance method where high voltage electromag-
netic current is flown between the two electrodes instead
of dc. This current circuits the cell membrane lipid layer
and penetrates into the cell. While the dc method defines
the volume of the cell, changes in conductivity measured
using the RF method correlate with the cell’s interior
structure including the nucleus volume and density, and
cytoplasm granule composition. Both dc and RF may be
applied simultaneously and this can yield different infor-
mation about cell size and cellular structure. Such a dual
measurement strategy is employed by Sysmex cell coun-
ters to quantify the differential leukocyte counts (DLC) as
discussed later.

Several factors affect the precision and accuracy of
measurements made using the electric impedance meth-

ods. First, the aperture size is critical. The instrument is
set to count only particles within the proper size range. The
upper and lower levels of the size range are called size
exclusion limits. Any cell or material larger or smaller than
the size exclusion limits will not be counted. Sample must
also not contain other material that might erroneously be
counted as cells. In practice, erythrocyte and platelet
aperture should be smaller than leukocyte aperture in
order to increase platelet count sensitivity. Besides the
size exclusion limits and aperture size, cell shape and
physical properties are also important in determining
the shape factor or the ratio of electrically measured
volume to the geometric volume. Erythrocytes may result
in different signals depending on their orientation with
respect to the aperture in the sensing zone. Simultaneous
passage of more than one cell at a time through aperture
may also cause artificially large pulses, and thus circuits
to correct for this coincidence error are required. The
magnitude of the coincidence error increases with cell
concentration. Correction should be completed by the
countercomputer based on the relationship of cell count
with cell concentration and aperture size. Finally, an
internal cleaning system to prevent or slow down protein
buildup in aperture is beneficial in minimizing aperture
blockage.

Hydrodynamic focusing as discussed below helps to
solve many of the problems above and it provides improved
cell counting and characterization. This has been devel-
oped and assembled in many cell counters today and this
feature dramatically improves the cell volume distribution
resolution.

Laser Light Scattering and Fluorescence Detection

Optical scattering can be used alone or in combination with
other electrical measurement strategies discussed above
for cell counting and characterization. A key feature of such
instruments is hydrodynamic focusing where an external
sheath flow allows alignment of blood cells one-at-a-time in
the path of a light beam, usually within a quartz flow cell
(Fig. 4a). Incident light on cells within this flow stream are
scattered or redirected in a manner that is dictated by the
size of the cell and the intracellular distribution of refrac-
tive index. Lasers are generally preferred as the light
source since it produces monochromatic light that has a
small spot size. Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are used to
collect the weak signal of scattered light. The light scat-
tered at angles from 5–108 (forward scatter) in general
correlates with cell size. Light scattered at 908 is called
side-scatter and this is related to the cell shape, orienta-
tion, and cellular content. A cell with many complex intra-
cellular organelles will also give a larger side-scatter signal
than a cell with fewer intracellular organelles. The design
of precise angles where scattered light signals are mea-
sured is specific to instrument manufacturers and the
cell-enumeration strategy employed. In general, these scat-
ter data together allow reliable identification of distinct
populations, such as platelets, RBCs, monocytes, and neu-
trophils in a mixture. They can also allow enumeration
of lymphocyte subsets and reticulocytes. While, optical
scattering methods reveal information about cells that is
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of electronic cell counter using
electric resistance method.(b) i) Describe the principle of operation of equipment in figure 1

ii) Explain how the equipment in b(i) differentiates cell types from each other
in blood

(12 marks)

(c) i) State any two essential parts of a centrifuge

ii) Explain the priciple of Centrifuge Force

(6 marks)

Question5

(a) For each of the following symptoms in a PH meter, outline any one possible
fault and one corrective measure to be taken to rectify the fault;

i) eratic readings

ii) no response to buffer solution

iii) sluggish response

(b) Outline any three maintenance procedures performed every six months for wa-
ter baths

(12 marks)

(c) With the aid of a diagram explain the principle operation of microhaemotocrit
centrifugation

(8 marks)
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